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Point & Click adventure - Animated
Note

Start of the first chapter.
Note

BREAKFAST
TIME

CUT TO:

APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY

Normal Kitchen. All sorts of weaponry on the dining table.
STEVEN and TOBIAS enter. Both laugh.

STEVEN
(grabs a combat knife)

Time for a healthy breakfast.

Stevens stomach grumbles. He goes to cut bread. Tobias
quickly grabs a pistol and shoots the knife out of Stevens
hands.

TOBIAS
(sternly)

I thought we did go over that,
darling. No using...

STEVEN
(sighing)

...weapons inappropriately. I know.
But a breadknife is soooo boring!

Tobias grabs two bowls, makes cereals with milk.

STEVEN
(screaming)

HERETIC! Milk goes before cereal!

Steven and Tobias start brawling, surrounded by a cloud. You
see POWs and weapons fly around. The phone rings.

The fighting stops. Both are unharmed, the table is broken,
weapons are all around the place. Both look at the phone.

TOBIAS & STEVEN
(simultaneously)

Don't worry, I get it!

Both run towards the phone, pushing each other out of the
way. Steven grabs a chair and smashes it over Tobias' head.

TOBIAS
(stars over his head)

OUCH!

Steven picks up the phone.

STEVEN
Yes?...



2.

Tobias grabs Steven by the waist with both arms, suplexes
him. Steven crashes into the kitchen sink. Water starts to
flood the kitchen.

Tobias grabs the phone out of midair.

TOBIAS
Hello, you reached the detectives
Walovski...

In the background Steven pulls out plumbing equipment.
Starts repairing the damage. A mumbling voice comes out of
the phone.

TOBIAS
(nodding)

Holy desperate exorcism of a
dimwitted demonic presence. We're
on our way!

TOBIAS puts the phone down. Turns around, sees Steven just
smashing tools into the drain, somehow having fixed the
leak.

STEVEN
(taping the sink
together)

HEY! Who was it? Someone to beat
up?

TOBIAS
(excited)

It was the chief. There is a
supposed haunting in the newly
opened hotel. We're sent to
investigate and exorcise the ghost
with any means necessary.

Steven puts the plumbing equipment in his pocket, pulls out
a enormous GOLDEN CROSS.

STEVEN
Do you think I finally get the
chance to whack someone with that
without getting into trouble?

TOBIAS
(laughing)

As long as you do not beat up a
couple again!

STEVEN
(insulted)

They wanted my blessing. Don't know
what they expected. I thought the
red on the cross looked good
though.



3.

Both put weapons in their pockets, Apartment still flooded
and in disarray. Stevens stomach grumbles again.

TOBIAS
Oh right, breakfast. We gotta grab
a bite to eat by Milo's on the way,
okay?

STEVEN
Yes, but remember, don't pick the
waffles, you know what happened
last time.

Both shudder.

TOBIAS
(belching)

Poor Celine, still traumatized.
Shouldn't have watched outside her
door when we came by... We need to
bring her her medicine.

Both go towards the door.

TOBIAS
Let's go, time to kick some ghost
ass!

Steven smacks the CROSS into the last remaining cupboard,
breaking it.

STEVEN
YAY!

CUT TO:

Gameplay starts outside the apartment.
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